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I HEARD THE LORD SAY "DO NOT FEAR, I AM BUILDING GOSHEN!"

Earlier in the year, I had a dream where I was being pursued and chased by a demonic
principality and in its wake, it was stirring up the earth into chaos, famine, financial
recession, and tormenting fear. I was running but It was hot on my tail and I was doing
everything I could to dodge its grasp. I felt surrounded and hopeless, and everything
inside of me was feeling like this was the end, and life—as we knew it—was over.

 

Suddenly I heard the voice of the Lord say, “what are you running from? Do you not see
what I am doing in the earth right now? Do you not see through the storm? Do you not
see through the chaos, and even in the war being waged at your doorstep, I am giving
you eyes to see. The hour that is upon the Church is not an hour of fear, nor is not an
hour to run, but it is an hour to turn around, pursue the enemy on your tail, crush him
under your feet, and reveal My glory in the earth!”
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And that's when I heard this unusual word, the Lord said, “For many would say that this is
the apocalypse, but this is not the apocalypse of the world, but the apocalypse of My
revealing. This is the apocalypse of the revealing of My presence and My glory, and of My
sons and daughters in the earth.” 

 

(The Greek Apocalypto means the revealing of Jesus - to uncover, lay open what has
been veiled or covered up; to disclose, make bare: to make known, make manifest)

 

“For the creation waits in eager expectation for the children of God to be revealed”
(Romans 8:19)

 

THREE CYCLES OF SEVEN & THE SHMITA

 

When I woke up I was praying into what I had just seen in the dream when the Spirit
came upon me and I saw three 7-year periods of time. The number seven (7) in Hebrew
is She'vah and means perfection, completion, and the divine will of God. It’s a cycle of
time where things come to an end and new things begin again. I believe what I was
seeing was the 7-year cycles that would begin and end on Rosh Hashanah (the head of
the year or the first of the year) which is the time of contemplation and celebration of a
new Jewish year. 

 

Interestingly right now we have two events colliding which are both the ending of a Jewish
year and the end of a Shmita cycle. A Shmita is the “year of release,” which is more
widely known as the sabbatical year—six years of toil (both spiritually and physically)
followed by the shmita which is a year of rest and completion readying for the new. 

 

"For six years you are to sow your land and to gather its produce, but in the seventh year,
you are to let it go [tishm’tenah] and to let it be [u’nitashta], that the needy of your people
may eat, and what remains, the wildlife of the field shall eat. Do thus with your vineyard,
with your olive grove” (Exodus 23:10-11)
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In the Shmita year, debts are to be forgiven, agricultural lands to lie fallow, private land
holdings to become open to the commons, and staples such as food storage and
perennial harvests to be freely redistributed and accessible to all. I believe the Shmita
prophetically speaks of the Lord's protection from the devourer and His provision no
matter what is taking place in the world. 

 

PROPHETIC CYCLES BROKEN DOWN

 

The first 7-year period I saw was from 2015 to 2022, starting at Rosh Hashanah 2015 and
ending on Rosh Hashanah 2022. 

 

During this seven-year period;

 

I saw that it was a period of the church being shaken. 
It was a period of everything that could be shaken would be shaken. 
It was a time of intense resistance and delay against the new.
A time of exposure of the demonic assignments of Jezebel, witchcraft, and religion. 
It was a time of the wineskin bursting, and it was a seven-year period of the Church
beginning to be sifted and purified. 
It was a seven-year period where God was shaking every false thing from the
Church and revealing the true Church and the remnant that had been waiting for
this moment. 
It was a time of pioneering and the Church shifting out of old mindsets and into a
new way of thinking. 
It’s was a time when the heads of many snakes being exposed - snakes that have
kept the Church in a box, but God was revealing them to cut them off once and for
all. 

 

The second 7-year period I saw was from 2022 to 2029. 

 

This cycle was a seven-year season of repositioning, reawakening, engagement,
mobilization, and preparation. 
I felt it was for the government of God and the Church stepping into its
governmental role in the earth in many mountains of influence. 
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It was a seven-year period of the Church pulling its head out of the sand and
becoming a voice in the earth—which is why it began in 2022, the year of the voice,
the voice of the Church being awoken in the earth. 
It was a seven-year season of blueprints being revealed and strategies. 
It was a seven-year season of building and constructing what God had given the
Church to build and construct—the vision and plans for coming years.
It was a season for the church to step into a time of unity where brands would be
dissolved and the powerless Church would crumble. Empires would fall during this
seven-year period making way for the Spirit-yielded Church to emerge with a
powerful voice and roar in the earth.

 

The third cycle of the 7-year periods that I saw was what the two previous cycles of seven
years had been leading up to. 

 

This final cycle was the seven-year period of the clashing of kingdoms. 
It was both a time of great enforcement of the enemy's agenda in the earth and a
time of greater glory. 
It was the time when things that have been hidden and done in secret could no
longer be kept hidden. 
A time where the plots and plans by men possessed by the enemy would emerge
and be attempted to be enforced and brought into effect but it was also a time of
amazing favor, provision, and ridiculous harvest. 
This was the cycle that God was going to show off His Bride in a powerful way and
we would not be in fear of the intimidation of the enemy because while it looked
menacing I saw clear as day these giants and their plans falling. 
It will be a time when the plans of the enemy come undone and he overplays his
hand which will lead right into the harvest of harvests. 

 

THE MANTLE OF JOSEPH

 

Then a few days later the Lord began to speak to me about the mantle of Joseph. And He
said to me, “Nate, in this hour, the mantle of Joseph is going to be released over My
Church and over My Bride. I'm going to call people into many different places of strategic
influence. There are those that I'm going to use to prepare the Body of Christ for these
times of great global shaking. These are those that will build and construct and gather for
these times. And just like Joseph was in the prison and then was suddenly called to the
palace, I'm going to do the same thing for many of those that I'm calling into this mantle;
those that have been in a place of imprisonment, a place of dormancy, a place of being
stifled, and have been shut down and muzzled.
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“But in a moment, I'm going to call them to strategic influence because the Pharaohs' of
the earth (while not godly) recognize that they need something and they need someone
who carries the Spirit of the living God, and the wisdom to be able to get them out of the
bind that they're in. And just like Pharaoh called Joseph to the palace, I'm going to press
on the hearts of Pharaohs' and earthly kings, and they will search out these "Josephs"
and bring them into a place of influence in the earth.

 

“And these Josephs, they will carry the wisdom for this time. They will carry the insight
and they will carry the know-how to build and construct what needs to be built and
constructed to defy and counteract the plans of the enemy—just as Joseph did in
Genesis. He was able to interpret the dream of Pharaoh and see the seven years of
plenty coming and the seven years of famine coming—the seven skinny cows and the
seven fattened calves.

 

“I'm going to use these Josephs to be able to prepare for what is coming and they will
build Goshen," says the Lord. "For right now, many around the world are in fear, and the
Body of Christ has been pushed into a corner and have been confused, have lost their
future, and have lost the fight. They have been burying their heads in the sand and
waving their white flag but they need to know there is nothing to fear because their future
is Goshen!”

 

"Have I not already prepared it?" says the Lord, "have I not already called these people
into places of influence? You do not have anything to fear!”

 

And the Lord would say, “You need to keep going forward—you need to not stop. Why did
your dreaming stop? Why did your plans stop? Why did you drop your mantle? Why did
you drop your instrument? Why did you drop your pen? For you need to keep going
forward unafraid, I am paving and clearing the way right now, I'm shaking off and breaking
off the fear and the survival mentality. That mentality that has been over the Church that
entered through years of shaking, the years of chaos and unrest. And I'm putting on them
the mantle of praise and they're going to forfeit the spirit of heaviness," says the Lord.

 

For the Lord would say, “Right now I am building Goshen!” So pick up your tools and your
mantle and step back into hope for the days ahead are your best days!”
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WHAT IS GOSHEN?

 

Goshen was a plot of land given to the Israelites from Egypt that bordered Canaan which
is prophetic of how we are in the world but not of it. It’s the promise of kingdom immunity
and protection even amidst worldly systems and famine, and the fruit of sin. The name
Goshen means “drawing near” and is a call to come out of the world, mixture, and
compromise and create a greater connection and dwelling with God. 

 

“You shall live in the region of Goshen and be near me—you, your children and
grandchildren, your flocks and herds, and all you have” (Genesis 45:10)

 

Goshen is your promise of finally settling in the land God has given you after being
nomads for so long. 

 

"Now the Israelites settled in Egypt in the region of Goshen. They acquired property there
and were fruitful and increased greatly in number” (Genesis 47:27) 

 

Goshen is the promise of being fruitful and increasing no matter what is taking place
around you. Goshen was the place where God made Israel into a great nation and its
where God will establish and plant you and build you. Goshen was protected from the
plagues of Egypt which speaks prophetically of how we will be protected from the storms
and fluctuations of earthly governments and systems. 

 

Goshen is a heart posture of intimacy and being set apart unto the Lord. Goshen speaks
prophetically of territory and occupation in the enemy's camp. Goshen is an anointing to
be blessed and flourish in all seasons. 

 

I AM BUILDING GOSHEN! 

 

And lastly, I just wanna share what I keep seeing throughout this year. There has been
this strong sudden cry and call on the hearts of God's people to build and establish "out of
the box" gatherings, hubs, and places. There has been a strong cry to get up, pack, and
leave to find these places. People are readying their families to physically move locations
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so that they can sow their lives into these places God is calling many to build. Relocation
is taking place—God is pulling people out of dead environments and into Goshen
environments. They are being pulled out of places that are void of the prophetic decree,
future and a hope (Jeremiah 29:11) and putting them into places of vision, movement,
and action. They are coming out of the false and into authenticity. 

 

Feet are stirring and beginning to move!

 

Because of this many have had blueprints drop in their lap and have been feeling the pull
to establish communities and places of God's presence, and to those people, the Lord
would say, “This is what I want you to build, I want you to build storm houses which will be
a place safe from any storm.” They will be like Joseph's storehouses, but they will be
storm houses because they'll provide protection for many from the storm. And they will be
the ones that not only prepare the Church in terms of financial provision, food and shelter,
and safety from the things that the enemy would try to shake in the days to come but they
would be the ones that would disciple and raise up people to know how to be effective
during these times. There would be those who would raise up an army of people who
would fight back against the kingdom of darkness and raise up a people that were
effective in the times that they were living in. 

 

LET HOPE FILL YOUR HEART ONCE AGAIN

 

At the beginning of this new Jewish year of 5783 Goshen is your promise of stepping into
a epoch to be excited about not dread like the news, media, and many fear mongering
believers are doing. Fear has not helped you but has BOUND you but right now the Lord
is breaking the yoke of heaviness and despair that has been over you for so long. 

 

It’s time to let hope fill your heart once again and fill your sails with fresh wind to break out
of the confinement you have been in. 

 

It’s time to embrace the protection and provision of the Lord and confidently move forward
knowing He is your breaker leading the way for you (Micah 2:13) and your rear guard. 
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Soon you are going to look back on the last few years and not see confusion, painful
heart healing, awkward confrontation, and the failure and standstill in your previous plans,
but you will see how much God was sneakily delivering you from wrong situations and
relationships, outdated assignments, idolised doors and vision, limited mindsets, heart
issues and trauma, and untangled you from every web that has been wrapped around
you for years. 

 

“Can’t you see that I have been REBUILDING you?” says the lord. “Now watch as from
this place I lay the bricks of the movement I have always longed for you to see but that
you couldn’t while you still had your hand on the old plow. So pick up fresh hope, shed
the fear, and build the years of Goshen with me!” 

 

Sow a seed
< Older Post Newer Post >
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To the pioneer families in migration.. You have been peddling, running, and treading water
for years trying to get to the place and season you will finally settle and catch your breath.
Many are tired and feeling grieved that the road has been so long and the battle to get
there has been so drawn out and delayed. And right now the joy and passion you started
with feels evaporated but today you need some reminders; The way forward is NOT stuck
You are not out of options You didn’t miss your timing You didn’t misinterpret Gods voice
You didn’t fail or disobey You weren’t abandoned or passed by You just aren’t the one
holding the map. He holds the map.. You don’t hold the timepiece, He does. He knows
the exact moment you will settle and there is a perfection to that timing. He is faithful. Yes
He is faithful. What you have experienced in the last 7 years is not just warfare against
your faith journey but the assignment of assassination to take you out on all fronts so that
you give up and give in. The enemy has tried to hit your wallet, your peace, your
marriage, your relationships, your mental health, and your clarity, because he knows that
when you settle.. you will be a righteous stake in the ground. He has tried to prevent
connection, community, and support, by isolating you and bullying you with fears and
doubts so you lose the raw faith that you stepped out with. What you have faced is the
enemy’s attempt to prevent you entering this major promise because it’s more than just
you moving to a geographical location - this is about family legacy and revival. This is the
setup for your children and the destiny upon them. This is the faith move that unties the
knots that have been imposed upon your family line and activates purpose beyond what
you can see. Soon the carousel season of moving pieces, families, roles, and
assignments will come to a stop and you will find REST. Soon you will be able to finally
put your bags down and finally feel HOME. Soon you will step into the front door of long
awaited physical homes God has prepared for you. Soon you will find your people and
tribe that you have given up on ever finding in your lifetime. God is going to make ways
AROUND the obstacles you face and loopholes where you will pass through. He is going
to OVERRIDE the negative reports and open the closed gates and ports. He is going to
show you He is faithful and give you signs of His goodness and favor in the weeks to
come that He is still the captain of this earth endeavour - He is still the BREAKER at the
head of this migration! To those who have been shipwrecked by stepping out in faith - is
that the end of your story? Did God steal, kill, and destroy, or the enemy? Does he get the
last say in your families journey? Pick up your sword again and get on your face again
and commit your future to the Lord, not to man, an institution or ideal. Your future is the
Lords and He who is faithful will deliver. Get back your warship that MOVES you forward
even when the tide seems to move against you. Get back your fight when it’s easier to
stay in bed and accept the funeral of a dream.. IT’S NOT OVER - It’s just beginning
pioneer families! “Faith motivated Abraham to obey God’s call and leave the familiar to
discover the territory he was destined to inherit from God. So he left with only a promise
and without even knowing ahead of time where he was going, Abraham stepped out in
faith” “He lived by faith as an immigrant in his promised land as though it belonged to
someone else. He journeyed through the land living in tents with Isaac and Jacob who
were persuaded that they were also co-heirs of the same promise. His eyes of faith were
set on the city with unshakable foundations, whose architect and builder is God himself”
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“Sarah’s faith embraced God’s miracle power to conceive even though she was barren
and was past the age of childbearing, for the authority of her faith rested in the One who
made the promise, and she tapped into his faithfulness” Hebrews 11:8-11 TPT

THE SHIPS OF RESOURCE & PROVISION ARE COMING!

By Nate Johnston • 27 Jul, 2023

THE SHIPS OF RESOURCE & PROVISION ARE COMING! As I was waking I saw an
image of cargo ships approaching but they were in stormy seas being tossed from side to
side. This is the incoming provision and resources that is right now making its way to you
so you can build and accomplish the blueprints and plans God has given you. But they
have been in a storm of opposition from the enemy who does not want you having the
resources to build what God had placed in your heart. This is why the war has been so
fierce against your seed and your inheritance. Then I simply heard the Lord say “The
ships of Tarshish” I believe the ships of Tarshish is the wealth of the wicked making its
way to the righteous. They are the beginning of the great wealth transfer coming to the
body of Christ and the opening of the storehouse needed for the harvest. “For the
coastlands shall hope for me, the ships of Tarshish first, to bring your children from afar,
their silver and gold with them, for the name of the LORD your God, and for the Holy One
of Israel, because he has made you beautiful” Isaiah 60:9 But the hands of the enemy
have been holding back this wealth to frustrate Gods people and prevent the blueprints of
heaven to be built, BUT WATCH as God turns the tide, breaks delay, and ushers into your
hands the provision He promised you! So hold firm, stand, do not be dismayed for it shall
come to pass!   “The cargo ships are coming!” Says the Lord.

https://www.nateandchristy.co/the-ships-of-resource-provision-are-coming
https://www.nateandchristy.co/the-ships-of-resource-provision-are-coming
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To the pioneer families in migration.. You have been peddling, running, and treading water
for years trying to get to the place and season you will finally settle and catch your breath.
Many are tired and feeling grieved that the road has been so long and the battle to get
there has been so drawn out and delayed. And right now the joy and passion you started
with feels evaporated but today you need some reminders; The way forward is NOT stuck
You are not out of options You didn’t miss your timing You didn’t misinterpret Gods voice
You didn’t fail or disobey You weren’t abandoned or passed by You just aren’t the one
holding the map. He holds the map.. You don’t hold the timepiece, He does. He knows
the exact moment you will settle and there is a perfection to that timing. He is faithful. Yes
He is faithful. What you have experienced in the last 7 years is not just warfare against
your faith journey but the assignment of assassination to take you out on all fronts so that
you give up and give in. The enemy has tried to hit your wallet, your peace, your
marriage, your relationships, your mental health, and your clarity, because he knows that
when you settle.. you will be a righteous stake in the ground. He has tried to prevent
connection, community, and support, by isolating you and bullying you with fears and
doubts so you lose the raw faith that you stepped out with. What you have faced is the
enemy’s attempt to prevent you entering this major promise because it’s more than just
you moving to a geographical location - this is about family legacy and revival. This is the
setup for your children and the destiny upon them. This is the faith move that unties the
knots that have been imposed upon your family line and activates purpose beyond what
you can see. Soon the carousel season of moving pieces, families, roles, and
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assignments will come to a stop and you will find REST. Soon you will be able to finally
put your bags down and finally feel HOME. Soon you will step into the front door of long
awaited physical homes God has prepared for you. Soon you will find your people and
tribe that you have given up on ever finding in your lifetime. God is going to make ways
AROUND the obstacles you face and loopholes where you will pass through. He is going
to OVERRIDE the negative reports and open the closed gates and ports. He is going to
show you He is faithful and give you signs of His goodness and favor in the weeks to
come that He is still the captain of this earth endeavour - He is still the BREAKER at the
head of this migration! To those who have been shipwrecked by stepping out in faith - is
that the end of your story? Did God steal, kill, and destroy, or the enemy? Does he get the
last say in your families journey? Pick up your sword again and get on your face again
and commit your future to the Lord, not to man, an institution or ideal. Your future is the
Lords and He who is faithful will deliver. Get back your warship that MOVES you forward
even when the tide seems to move against you. Get back your fight when it’s easier to
stay in bed and accept the funeral of a dream.. IT’S NOT OVER - It’s just beginning
pioneer families! “Faith motivated Abraham to obey God’s call and leave the familiar to
discover the territory he was destined to inherit from God. So he left with only a promise
and without even knowing ahead of time where he was going, Abraham stepped out in
faith” “He lived by faith as an immigrant in his promised land as though it belonged to
someone else. He journeyed through the land living in tents with Isaac and Jacob who
were persuaded that they were also co-heirs of the same promise. His eyes of faith were
set on the city with unshakable foundations, whose architect and builder is God himself”
“Sarah’s faith embraced God’s miracle power to conceive even though she was barren
and was past the age of childbearing, for the authority of her faith rested in the One who
made the promise, and she tapped into his faithfulness” Hebrews 11:8-11 TPT

THE SHIPS OF RESOURCE & PROVISION ARE COMING!

By Nate Johnston • 27 Jul, 2023
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THE SHIPS OF RESOURCE & PROVISION ARE COMING! As I was waking I saw an
image of cargo ships approaching but they were in stormy seas being tossed from side to
side. This is the incoming provision and resources that is right now making its way to you
so you can build and accomplish the blueprints and plans God has given you. But they
have been in a storm of opposition from the enemy who does not want you having the
resources to build what God had placed in your heart. This is why the war has been so
fierce against your seed and your inheritance. Then I simply heard the Lord say “The
ships of Tarshish” I believe the ships of Tarshish is the wealth of the wicked making its
way to the righteous. They are the beginning of the great wealth transfer coming to the
body of Christ and the opening of the storehouse needed for the harvest. “For the
coastlands shall hope for me, the ships of Tarshish first, to bring your children from afar,
their silver and gold with them, for the name of the LORD your God, and for the Holy One
of Israel, because he has made you beautiful” Isaiah 60:9 But the hands of the enemy
have been holding back this wealth to frustrate Gods people and prevent the blueprints of
heaven to be built, BUT WATCH as God turns the tide, breaks delay, and ushers into your
hands the provision He promised you! So hold firm, stand, do not be dismayed for it shall
come to pass!   “The cargo ships are coming!” Says the Lord.

THE ENEMY CAN'T KEEP YOUR MOVEMENT BOUND ANY LONGER

By Nate Johnston • 24 Jul, 2023

I was in worship when I had a series of simple visions and revelations that I felt pertained
to the next 2 months. THE BREAKING OF CHAINS THAT HAVE KEPT PEOPLE STUCK
IN TIME : In the first vision, I saw feet in chains and I was wondering why no one was
freeing them when I heard Psalm 25:15; "My eyes are ever on the LORD, for only he will

https://www.nateandchristy.co/the-enemy-can-t-keep-your-movement-bound-any-longer
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release my feet from the snare” Psalm 25:15 I knew this was not only the deliverance and
freedom to those who were bound but the redirecting of those who had been going in the
wrong direction and wrong path. This was course correction and feet learning to walk on
the right path. So many have been stuck for so long. There have been many diversions
and so many distractions and mind games keeping people bound and afraid of trying to
move forward.  “But this is a people robbed and plundered; All of them are snared in
holes, And they are hidden in prison houses; They are for prey, and no one delivers; For
plunder, and no one says, “Restore!” Isaiah 42:22 I feel like many have been stuck in a
time loop because of disappointment and fear of the future. Many are stuck in a moment
of time when they felt like they crashed because they can’t understand why the last
season ended the way it did.  But there is coming such freedom to those called to MOVE
with the Holy Spirit and the shattering of all limitations.  SUDDEN VISION: Then the Lord
spoke to me loud and clear “I am pouring out vision where there has been a drought and
instruction where there has been no clear guidance forward. There will be a sudden surge
of vision that will cause My people who have been feeling like they are dying without
purpose to come back alive”.  "Where there is no prophetic vision the people cast off
restraint, but blessed is he who keeps the law." Proverbs 28:19 “And it’s time for My
heralds to rise up and reveal what’s to come! So write the vision and make it plain and run
with it!” Then the Lord replied: “Write down the revelation and make it plain on tablets so
that a herald may run with it." Habakkuk 2:2 After hearing this I felt like this will be a
season of overflowing revelation where there has been such a hold-up and where many
have had zero maps or guides to lead their families forward into the unknown. It’s been a
blind trusting season but now we are going to see all the aligning, the intertwining, and
the dots connecting. So open up your mouth and let Him fill it! Fresh vision is coming!
CONTRACTS BEING SIGNED FOR LAND AND TERRITORY: In the next vision, I saw
contracts laid out that were being signed and these contracts were for the acquisition of
land and territory for the Kingdom of God, both in the natural and in the spiritual. Then I
saw a pen signing these contracts and there was a sigh of relief that there would no
longer be any hold-ups or red tape stopping the acquiring of the promise God gave to you
many years ago. "For now, rapidly these delayed movements will be built, the 'dead in the
water' movements will be resurrected because they had no expiry date, and now they will
all spring up again", says the Lord. It’s time for the planting—it's time to drive your stake
down deep in the earth. “Make your claim” is what I keep hearing. Harvest centers need
to be built! The wave is coming and the Harvest needs to be in our sights. For the world is
fearing food shortages but God is preparing places to be like Joseph’s food storage in the
famine; this will be both in the natural and the spiritual. It’s time to birth mobilization
centers that would be the hubs of revival around the earth; the Lord is saying that this is
the time. This is a time for the contracts that have been held up to finally be released. And
the Lord says, "this is a time for those things that have been in limbo to finally come into
being". And the Lord says, "this is a time for My people to inherit locations and to occupy,
to occupy, to steward, and to take back regions from the enemy" BLUEPRINTS
TURNING INTO ACTIONS: In the fourth vision, I saw blueprints and they were actual
architectural drawings. There were things that the people had been stewarding with the
Lord and dreaming with the Lord for such a long period of time. And I saw that some of
these blueprints were actually quite old—some of them were 5 to 18 years old. And some
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of these blueprints had never actually been used to build anything yet. I felt like many
people had dropped these blueprints because it had felt like such a long period of time
that they hadn't been used and there was no point holding onto them any longer. But this
is a season where the Lord is taking these blueprints and He's turning them into action
plans. This is a season where He is taking what has been lifeless and dead and causing it
to come back to life. There is an anointing that's coming to be able to turn blueprints into
action plans and to be able to walk them out. Yes, this will be a season of physical steps
and movement to make up for the years of being stuck and stationery. This is a season of
seeing the promise with your very own eyes and the season of manifestation. You’ll say “I
didn’t think I would see it in the natural but here it is in front of me!”.  THE SAFETY
SWITCH & THE BULLSEYE: Then I had a vision of a safety switch in front of me and
heard “It's time to turn off the safety switch and hit the mark!". I believe this is for the
Church at large where we have elevated safety, the neat and tidy, and having our ducks
in a row over the pursuit of the Spirit which often takes us on a messy yet fruitful route. I
also feel this is for the prophetic community right now who aren't called to stay in the
shallow end of the pool—we must keep exhorting but there are also global matters we are
supposed to be part of and deliver strategies and solutions for. We must turn off the fear
of man—and any other thing that has a hold on us—and hit the mark! And I felt like this
safety switch turning off was the Body of Christ breaking out of apathy, engaging in the
hour at hand, and stepping into its weighty mantle in the Nations. We are in a time where
acting safe and not stepping out in risk to protect our reputations will cost us the next
generation. But as we engage we will see the loosing of the fear of man and a
courageous Church mobilized for an hour of history where we would see the turning of
Nations back to the feet of Jesus.  I HEARD “NATIONS RAGING HAVE SET THE
STAGE!” And then I heard the Lord say, "where the nations have raged, I'm now setting
the stage". And I instantly heard Psalms two where it says,  "How dare the nations plan a
rebellion. Their foolish plots are futile!” Pslams 2:1 The enemy thinks he has the Church
cornered but this will be a season of his plans coming unstuck and overplayed, which will
actually bring the ball back into our court. The raging of the Nations has only set up the
next play and caused God's people to awaken and move into position.  “Ask me to give
you the nations and I will do it, and they shall become your legacy. Your domain will
stretch to the ends of the earth. And you will shepherd them with unlimited authority,
crushing their rebellion as an iron rod smashes jars of clay!’ Psalm 2:8 And I feel like the
call to the Church in this hour is to stand up, to ask the Lord for the Nations. It is now time
to step into the vacuum—the space that when the Nations are raging has created—all
this chaos and turmoil has actually created a vacuum for the Kingdom of God to enter in.
And God is looking for those who would stand up and boldly and courageously occupy
those regions and those places for the Kingdom of God. And we're going to see in this
next season, such an incredible time of fruit, we're going to see such an incredible win for
the Kingdom of God. As we begin to take back and occupy the territory that has looked
like the enemy has won, but he has not. It's been a few times now that his rebellion has
failed and the Body of Christ is rising up.  FIND YOUR FELLOWSHIP: Then the last thing
I heard was the word “fellowship” but spoken like fellow-ship. God is leading you to the
people—your people—that are on the same mission as you. You will be led to the ship
that is embarking on this same mission and you will find the people that are running in the
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same direction and called to occupy the same places that you are called to occupy. This
is a season of synergy where you will find that God brings you kindred friends that speak
the same language as you and are ready to storm the gates. It’s also a season of the
refining of your current company as God reveals who is able to go forward with you. It will
feel like the testing of hearts and relationships but ultimately God is leading you into a
season of being supported and sharpened. As I write this I see a Roman tortoise
formation and I believe this speaks of the season of the protection that this company will
bring. The Roman Tortoise, or Testudo, formation is the interlocking of shields to form a
shell-like barrier to protect from any enemy projectiles. The purpose of this formation was
for either one, or both, of these reasons: Allow soldiers to advance toward the enemy
safely, Frustrate the enemy enough by their ineffectiveness in the long-range battle to
force them to charge into the shield wall. This will be a season of advancing confidently
into the place God has for you with family by your side. So be encouraged that your stuck
and grounded season is shifting right in this very moment! We may have been through a
dark night season and feeing like our wings were clipped but now it's time to soar!

I HEARD A WAR-CRY COME FROM THE EAGLES

By Nate Johnston • 22 Jul, 2023

I HEARD A WAR-CRY COME FROM THE EAGLES In a dream a few nights ago I kept
hearing this scripture; “For the eyes of the Lord roam throughout the earth, so that He
may strongly support those whose heart is completely His” 1 Chronicles 16:9 Then I saw
the Lord as a large Eagle that was brooding over the earth looking for those with a pure
heart. Then it started swooping down over the nations of the earth with its talons
extended releasing a war-cry. In response, other eagles that were alone and dormant
suddenly begin to cry out and joined the skies to unite together with the other eagles. I
believe this dream is what God is doing right now in this hour in the earth. I believe that
the Lord is brooding over the earth and looking for His war eagles that would rise up and
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take the heights for him and begin to release a cry over the nations. It's a prophetic
company of people that have been in hiding, that have been alone, and that the Lord is
calling out of hiding in this hour and He is joining together for a mighty purpose in the
earth. The purpose of the eagles is to release the strategy of the Lord, the wisdom of the
Lord, the new sound, and the war-cry that awaken Gods people who asleep and would
begin to sift out what is pure from impure. And the call of the Eagles is to call the body
Christ higher in this time. Far too many eagles have been in isolation and the brooding is
the shaking and the deliverance to call them out of dormancy. It’s time for the eagles to
gather again. It's time for the eagles to spread their wings. It's time for the eagles to
release their cry. THE WINGS OF PROPHETS RESTORED Earlier in the year as we
were driving from Colorado over in into New Mexico, I had this vision of this incredible
golden eagle that had its wings spread, but its bones were brittle, its muscles weak, and
every second or third feather was missing. I said, ”Lord, what, what am I seeing?” And He
said to me that the eagles had been under attack and had their feathers ripped and torn. I
know that this speaks of the prophets, the pure prophets in states, in cities, and in nations
of the earth that have had their feathers plucked by the enemy. They have been bullied
and under fire by the Jezebel spirit that has been trying to seduce them into compromise
and apathy, and by the religious spirit that has been trying to discredit and assassinate
this prophetic company. There’s been an onslaught of territorial spirits and principalities in
regions that have been trying to stop these eagles from soaring higher and releasing their
cry. You see, you need all your feathers in your wings to be able to soar to the heights
and also the feathers of an eagle are its glory. The enemy has been trying to strip the
prophets of their glory because a prophet without its glory is just an ichabod that carry’s
no authority, power, signs and wonders, or the pure word of the Lord. And many eagles
have being silent. They've lost their cry and they've lost their sound. But the Lord is
restoring the eagles to their post right now, and he's restoring them to their company. He's
brooding over you. Even right now as you're reading this, I pray that you'd feel a rumbling
in your belly. I pray that you feel the spirit of God beginning to move and, and beginning to
beginning to tremble the waters of your spirit, and beginning to cause you to come alive.
EAGLES NESTS ARE FORMING And I pray right now that the Lord will begin to unite
you with your company that God is raising up - the eagle's nests emerging around the
earth right now. He's raising up pure companies of people that have no motive and no
agenda except to release the word of the Lord into the earth. I believe there is an a
reformation that is coming to the prophetic company. It's like where the sons of prophets
came to Elijah and said, “this place is too small for us. We must accommodate what God
is doing!” He is putting an appetite in that that is saying “What we have is too small! We
must expand, we must build!” And the Lord is beginning to migrate them into position for
this great move of God. And lastly, God is raising up the eagles to release a mighty bone
shaking war-cry in the earth where the prophets have been underground, where the
prophets have been timid and scared and afraid of releasing the Word of the Lord. And
they will stand to their feet once again! “Suddenly!” says the Lord, “A new cry shall come
upon you. You shall feel a bubble up from your spirit. It's a cry of courage. It's a cry of
boldness. It's a cry that's going to come against the lukewarm sound that the church is
adopted through culture and the war-cry of my eagles shall rise up and they shall release
the sound of purity and a raging fire that shall usher the church into a new day and
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standard and lead the church higher. EAGLES SHAKE OFF THE WEARINESS! Now
Eagles, let me prophesy. It is time for the tiredness and for the weariness to break off you.
It is time for your wings to be repaired. It is time for you to soar again. It is time for your
muzzled and silenced voice to begin to release the war-cry in the name of Jesus. I hear
the Lord saying Psalms 103:5 that you will renew your youth like the Eagles. Even right
now, let renewing come. Let revival begin to take place on the inside of you. Even right
now that youthfulness come over you and a fresh wind to come upon you that will take
you higher. I hear the Lord say that you will “mount up on Wings of Eagles today” Yes
mount up on Wings of Eagles and break free from the place all that you've been in that
has kept you at a low altitude. It is time to come up to the high places and begin to
release your war-cry again says Lord. This is what you were created for. You were not
created to cower you, were not created to stay silent. You were created in this hour to be
the eagle of the Lord that releases the voice of the Lord into the earth!


